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California is a media-intens
particularly

terms of television cover

events and issues.

1

state,
e of news

For the consumer, print media tends

to provide second-day

formation, which is s

more reflective, more analytic, more complete.
The presumption here is that people tend to
be more influenced to action by what they see and hear
on television than by what they read in the print media,
including targeted mailings.

A second presumption is that

reporters and editors in all media tend to influence
each other (or can be influenced by outside forces)

in

what might be termed "pack journalism."
"Pack journalism" is considered with good
reason to be generally a pejorative term, but it should
be noted that there are indeed images so correct for the
issue or for the event that few in the media will avoid
them.
For television news directors and producers -ever conscious of constraints of air time and the need
for visual effects -- decisions for imagery come from
within or from without.

"Within" decisions come from the

news sense and creativity of the director or producer
who selects images that are logical and that succinctly
and dramatically tell the story.

"Without" images meet

the same tests, but come from other sources, includ
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the minds of publicists.

This, of course, is known

as management of the news.
You are about to analyze a brief video tape
that is a sample of the extensive television coverage
of the Roberti-Roos Assault Weapons Control Act of
1989.

Our discussion will center on the images utilized

by television to tell the story of the legislation.

For

example, television reporters on their own went to gun
shops to film racks of assault weapons to illustrate
their stories, but it was the Roberti office that organized
a police demonstration of the fire-power of assault weapons
in which watermelons and cinder
Another example:

block~

were the targets.

Television reporters were perfectly

content to position Roberti behind his desk for one-on-one
interviews, but Roberti's office arranged that such
interviews be conducted away from the barrier desk.
Another important consideration:

That the

imagery not run counter to the persona of Roberti
himself.

Thus Roberti refused the opportunity (offered

by a radio station) to maneuver a large steam roller over
a cache of assault weapons (too contrived and he might
fall off).

Similarly, he refused to fire an assault

weapon for the cameras.
Now for the video tape .....
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We believe that the Fax technology must be used
sparingly, but under deadline pressure, the Fax can be our
best friend.
We noticed that in the development and progress
of the Roberti-Roos Act, several news organizations -- including
those in Sacramento bureaus -- requested information, some of
it lengthy, sent to them via the Fax machine.
In the following two examples, we used the Fax
machine to request editorial support of our positions.

The

first example involved Governor George Deukmejian, the second
example involved Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, Jr.

A-2

Frida_y~pn1_31_._ 198~

The Press-Enterprise

Governor asks d

gun bon passage
The Senate yesterday did approve a bill by 1\ssemblyman
Mike Roos, D-Los Angeles, that is
SACRAMENTO- Gov. Deuk· almost identical to Roberti's. The
mejlan, in a surprising, last-min· 26-11 vote sent the proposal back
ute move, delayed a final vote on to the Assembly for action on
a bill to restrict assault weapons. Senate amendments.
Roos and Roberti said Roos'
But he ~.enied yesterday tlll;lt,llis
action indicated he had ·tiban· bill, AB357, could be sent to a two( See GUNS, Page A·8)
doned support for such legislation.
By STEVE LAWRENCE
The Associated Press

"My position is the same,"
the Republican governor said In a'·
one-page statement. "I am receptive to legislation banning military
assault weapons provided that bill
does not create uncertainty or

,

(From Page A-1)
house conference committee and
be used as a follow-up measure to
make any changes proposed by
the governor and accepted by
them. Roberti said his bill eventually would be s~nt to the governor
as is.
,
The ·two :lawmakers do not
want to run the risk of sending the
being an important part of the
Roberti bill to conference and
legislative process, I defer to
face another vote on their prima·
him," Roberti told the Senate.
ry bill in the Assembly, which
But he said later at a press
approved Roberti's bill and an
conference that he would not
earlier version of the Roos bill by
agree to changes that would
bare majorities.
weaken his bill, SB292, which
In a letter to Roberti, Deuk·
would restrict the sale and ownermejian said he had been under
ship or more than 50 models of
the impression that Roberti
assault weapons, including the
planned to send his own bill to a
type of rifle used to kill five
conference committee for further
Stockton.,students in January.
work before seel<ing a final vote.
"We are not in a concession
Deukmejian made his request
mood," Roberti said. "We arc
after
he met with a group of
willing to look at legitimate concurrent and former Republican
cerns about the operation of the
legislators who oppose the Roberti
bill. One of those lawmakers, Sen.
confusion and 'does .-not ban guns
John Doolittle, R-Roseville, said
he left the meeting "encouraged."
used by sports.men."
He said he wanted time to
But Doolittle said he thought
review the bill and suggest
Deukmejian would eventually sign
amendments, "where appropri·
some sort of bill restricting access
ate."
,
to assault weapons. "I only say
Senate leader. ~d Robj!rt\,
that because that's what he has
D-Los:i'.ngeles; ·.ha"d~!ertned .to ·ask
said," Doolittle added.
the Senate to approve Assembly
Roberti said he hoped Deul\amendments to his. bill yesterday,
mejian was "not wavering" in his
· a step that would, have sent 1t..\~Q.. ,
Dcukmejlan.
But Roberti· said·: ho got a
support of assault weapon leglsla·
telephone call Wednesday night
lion, but he urged people who
Irom the governor, who asked for
support the bill to contact the
a delay in the vote. "The governor
·'
governor's office.
The Roberti and Roos bills
would, with a few exceptions, ban
the sale of more than 50 models
bill, to make it do what we set out
of military-style assault weapons,
to do. (Dut) I am not in a watering-down posture."
Roberti said he expected to
hear from the governor early next
week.

including a few pistols and shotguns. It would allow people who
legally owneq the firea.rms before
June 1, 1989, to keep them if they
registered them with the state.
The measures also include
prison sentences for illegal use of
the weapons.
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April 21, 1989

TO:

EDITORIAL WRITERS

FROM: Robert Forsyth
Press Secretary
RE: Governor Deukmejian and Assault Weapons Legislation

AS YOU KNOW, GOVERNOR DEUKMEJIAN HAS ASKED SENATOR ROBERTI
TO HOLD BACK A SENATE VOTE ON SB 292, THE ROBERTI-ROOS
ASSAULT WEAPONS CONTROL ACT OF 1989.
WE~ARE

FRANKLY SURPRISED AT THIS 11th-HOUR REQUEST, BUT WE

AGREE TO IT.

SAID SENATOR ROBERTI: "THE GOVERNOR BEING AN

IMPORTANT PART OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS, I DEFER TO HIM.
BUT WE ARE NOT IN A CONCESSION MOOD."
SENATOR ROBERTI INTENDS THAT HE AND HIS AIDES MEET WITH
THE GOVERNOR AND HIS AIDES AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE TELEPHONE ME AT
(916) 445-8390.
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Get On With the Gun Bill
Wh~n Gov. George Deukmejian asked the state
Sen:ile. to delay passage of a carefully drawn bill
cullai.l.;ing the sale of 55 specified models of
s.emiau\.Omatic rifles, shotguns and pistols, he said
the request did not signal a retreat from his
previOusly expressed willingness to sign a law
banning military -style assault weapons .
. "M.y' position is the same," Deukmejian said. "I
am ptt'pared to sign a measure banning these
dangerous weapons, but it must be a well-crafted
liill...., 'the governor said that while he remained
".receptive" to the measure's goals, he required
morJt~illlc to "review its provisions."
· Despite the fact that this landmark legislation
already had cleared the Assembly and was just
houi'S!il'Qm passage by the Senate, the bill's author,
[Javid"A. Roberti (D-Los Angeles), agreed to
Deukrrtejian's request.
However, as result of his review. the governor
r.ow says he has reservations about two of the bill's
provisions: One of his objections is to language

meant to keep gun-makers from selling slightly
modified facsimiles of the banned weapons. He also
is concerned because, under certain circumstances,
people who fail to register assault weapons
purchased before the ban goes into effect could be
prosecuted for a felony.
Neither of these reservations seems insurmountable. After meticulous scrutiny by both
legislative chambers, the measure's facsimile
provision purposefully avoids prohibition of any
gun with a legitimate sporting purpose. Similarly,
the registration requirement allows assault-weapon owners 18 months in which to comply. and
gives judges discretion to impose misdemeanor
rather than felony penalties on those who do not.
More pointedly, any effort to amend this bill now
will force it back into the Assembly, which passed
it without a single vote to spare. This time around,
the chances of defeat are at least 50-50.
There is no valid reason to subject this vital,
common-sensicallaw to such a risk.
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Five good reasons to outlaw assault weapons

,·.,

tary assault weapons in
he said in a statement

"The result of
been to clarify
and to provide
garding which
It was
would
unlil the

for his action on
The compromise sent

I
press secretary, Lynn :
said new language :

of Attorney :
de Krunp, the ·
addreMcd the :
concerns and was dclivoffice Tuer;Thc governor, kept:
with influenza, was :
review the new Inn- :
guage won.
Deultmejian's,
the facsimile.
on the Depart· ·
ment of Justice'R criteria for adding;
the
of forbidden weapons. ·

By..,.,.. .,,.,.,,,.., M!ncdonaid
[ XAMINEil 3ACHI\Mt!ff0 ~

SACRAMENTO -

fta&emo·lv

Speaker Willie Brown
Democrntic authors of Aegl!Ul!ttwn
to ban aSBllult weapons
by negotiating a ,.,,.,,.,.,,..,~.,.,;

Hcpublican Gov. .ut,ul\..u.J"1w.;a.
However, as talks
1'uc~;day bctwl'cn negotiators for
the governor nnd the
oourcca ~aid
, cord would soon
At a Capitol presH conference
Tuesday, Brown, D-&m Fruncioco,
expn·s.'i<->d concern that the
SB292 nnd AB:~;-,7, by Senate President pro tcm David Hobcrti and
Al:!Rcmblynwn Mike Roos, both of
Lot~ Angek"H, would be wcnkcned in
a fl.lBhion unucccptable to him and
other Democrat::! who have aupportcd the meaRurc.
"That ia totally unucccptablc to
me," Brown said. "I will
watering down the
Brown also worried

the
billli
loB{; the momentum
had sent. them oo

Govil!rncr's reservations
had reservations
nbout two
in the bilL
One proviuion contained "facsimile" language,
manufacturern from
the law by
tiona in banned

llB

the lc!!;ifllative
Mid, will erode

'
I
the

lru~l January when a
I
named Patrick Purdy killed five 1
children und wounded 29 othcrn '
and a lc!u;her a Stockton schoolyard.

day

'Ads ••• reduce cour~:~go quotient'
"Ada by the NH.A (National Hiflc Al!IIOCU!tion} on
tend :
to
na we get further away
from the Stockton .,... "'"'~"'n~~:~.

courage quotient that has
many mcmbel1l of the

un.::ll:l.tuw

Brown snid.
Many legislators,

those from com;!'rvntivc
m·c loath to oppusc the
lobby.
Hobcrti'x and Hoou' bills were
dorniled from their fn&t track almoot two week!! ago by a HUrprisc
phone cnll from Dcukmcjian to
Hobcrti. The governor, who had
J.'1lll

the provision that :
make non-registrntion of a·
legally owned assault weapon a fel-:
ony, .Montgomery said the bill au-;
thors were "probably amenable" to :
•c<><>eunl~.: the punishment for first-:
time offenders.
"Whether or not that is nn in-:
froction is something that still hus,
to discussed," Montgomery Baid.:
"We would prefer something other:
than an infraction - at the very:
least, a misdemeanor."
Brown. at his press conference,·
Mid: "Some of us would not vote to'·
make the possession of an assault·
rifle
infraction .... 1 just think:
at all."
·
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TO:

1989

EDITORIAL WRITERS

FROM: Robert For
Press Secreta
RE: Speaker Willie Brown

SPEAKER WILLIE BROWN HAS EXPRESSED SOME RESERVATIONS ABOUT THE
ROBERTI-ROOS ASSAULT WEAPONS CONTROL ACT OF 1989.
WE BELIEVE THAT THE BILLS IN THEIR CURRENT FORM REPRESENT THE
BEST THAT WILL COME FROM THE CURRENT SESSION.

THEY ARE THE

PRODUCTS OF BI-PARTISANSHIP AND LENGTHY WORK WITH GOVERNOR
DEUKMEJIAN.

WE ALSO BELI

THAT NOW IS THE TIME TO ADOPT

THESE MEASURES.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE TELEPHONE ME AT (916) 445-8390

The Sacramento Bee Final • Saturday, May 6, 1989

···--

-·----

--···-····-·-

-----
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/So close to sane gufl control
T

he. compromise worked put between
Gov. Deukmejian and sponsors of legislation to restrict ownership of semiautomatic assault weapons in California is a reasonable one and deserves to become law.
Unfortunately Assembly Spe 0 ker Willie
Brown's 11th-hour reservations cquld h!gcl~;
Eassage of a meqsure on whjch anini on is nlmost evenly divided in the lower hop~e.
Cncter ffie agreement worked out Thurs.day, Sen. David Roberti's bill to ban the future sa1e and unregistered ownership of assaulr·weapons will be supplemented by a
second measure by Assemblyman Milce
Roos. The follow-up bill would moderate
penalties for first-offense possession violations and set up a sensible procedure by
which new facsimile models not specifically
named in this legislation could be added to
the list of forbidden weapons through action
by the attorney general and the courts.
These provisions respond to the governor's
concern that law-abiding people who neglect
to register such firearms could end up being
prosecuted as felons. When an unregistered
gun is found in a place where registered
weapons arc normally allowed -at home, a
place of business or at a firing range - a
first offense would be a "major infraction"

subject to a minimum $350 fine. The same
offense could still be treated as a felony in
second and subse·quent offenses, and any
case involving possession of an assault weapon in unauthorized places, like the street or
a public park, would be treated as a felony.
Roberti's bill barely got through the Assembly. Thus Brown's objection to amendments that he apparently feels weaken the
bill clouds the outlook for any legislation because the two bills are being treated as a
package: Deukmejian won't sign the Roberti
bill, already passed by both houses of the
Legislature, until the follow-up measure containing the safeguards he asked for is also on
his desk.

1f t took
J. months

a schoolyard slaughter, and
of legislative infighting, to move
California this close to controlling the mindless proliferation of weapons for which
there's no legitimate need and to setting up a
model for other states and, especially, for
Congress. Unless the speaker has better reasons than he's given so far for balking, lle
ought to stop quibbling and embrace the re,Asonable s;omoromise his colleagues and the
governor have fashioned.

Oh come on, governor, just
ban the guns already.

Deukmejian's desire to ease
, penalties against those who inadvertantly violate the law aren't
wholly misplaced. But he continues to miss
point
facsimiles and duplicates.
The
now on his desk bans a
specific list of weapons, and pro~hibits manufacturers from
clueing modified versions of
Deukmejian thinks that's too
vague, and so he forced a compromise that specifies. a series of legal
maneuvers as the only way the

general can expand the
list. At the same time, he has
a notification procedure
to assure that legitimate gun owners
accidentally violate a
changing
How does it serve clarity to
force the legal system to pick at
nits, and then to force agencies to
issue a constant round of updates
and clarifications? The gun-owning public would be better served
by a broad generic definition of
what the state considers illegal
and a balanced, independent
to impose
As for Willie Brown, w~ll,
maybe he ~ears nice suits. ut
that doesnt excuse fis evident
ambition to become a major playgun debate even at the
of needed legislation. The
governor's amendments aren't too
smart, but they aren't all that
onerous, either. They are, in context, only piffling. If this law is
best that Sacramento's cowardice
sophism will permit, it
still is better than nothing. ~
the man in nic
· s to stancrTri'
the1r way. e should get out o 1t.

Browtf:Relents,
Sup

on
By CARL INGRAM,
Times Staff Writer· ·

SACRAMENTO
Willie Brown
holdout
an agreement
George
fornia the first state to outlaw
military-styie combat guns.
The Speaker's decision to support the agreement appeared to
pave the way for enactment by
next week of the
ban
on semiautomatic weapons that
police say are favored by
traffickers and other criminals.
Last week, the San Francisco
Democrat abruptly put the brakes
on the compromise reached with
Deukmejian by Senate lead!!r David A. Roberti and Assemblyman
Mike Roos. both Los Angeles Democrats. Brown voiced concern that
the agreement m1ght weaken penalties for failure to register
acquired assault fireanns.
Change of
But Brown said
had studied the
the weekend and termed
"absolutely" satisfied that the penalties. although softened somewhat. were stiil stiff.
"I'll support the
" Brown
said.
next Jan. 1, the
it against
import. manufacture,
trade, advertise for sale and
without a
military
pistols and
Current owners
quired firearms that
on the banned
47s, Uzis and ARthose weapons if
them with the state
Justice and obtained a
They
would have untill991 to do so.
Under the initial proposal, failure
to register would be either a misdemeanor or a felony, depending on
the discretion of a court judge.
However, Deukmejian objected
that these criminal penalties were
too harsh, particularly upon an
otherwise
gun owner
who refused or
neglected to
register the gun.

offenders who fail
their
would be even more
facing prosecution
on a m!Bdem~oror felony charge. ·
He noted that many judges probabe reluctant to impose a
,.rl,....lnol p1,1i'ii6hment for failure to
regiilter. and probably would levy
only.'l.'token fine.

made a
, · carrying a mandatory fine of at
least $350 for the first offense. For
; a second
; 'would be a
4

::
;;

t.•.
:.,
•·

~~

!i"

.;.

"

MlnhnumFlne
\ ... ' ~ ~·:;,f..,.'.

The, compromise, . however,
would require the judge to impose
the m.fhlmurri fine of $350 and order
th!Afthe gun_.~eJ,eglstered.
Felo111 f'rovlajon
Tllc ,Senate. already has passed
For thooe who do not own li.
and sent ~berti's bill to Deukfueji·
an, whO said he would delay sign· lawfully obtained firearm, illegal
possession of a banned assault gun
ing lt.until .t.h~·blll containing the
penalty compromise reaches him.
would be a felony, punishable by
The cotripromise amendments wlll
four to eight years In prison.
Dcukmejian also opposca a pror . · be carrl(!d by Roos.
vision of the Roberti-Roos legisla:
Plans call for the compromise to
tion aimed a.t o~~awing facsimlle
be
Into the Roos blll ln a
assault weapons
listed
the
conference combilL
sides
mittee,
report then will .be
a
that
to approval by both houses.
allow a "'"""'.'"'
The Senate is expected to approve
to outlaw such guns on a
the new version easily, but the
case '-U•OU><;uy,.;;,
legislation could face a tougher
Roberti said that
fight in the Assembly, which is
forcement officials
more vulnerable to lobbying by the
hood
National Rifle Assn.
those in
~---··where
larly engage
made their
mise known to
weekend.
Roberti said he believes
Infraction
for first- time
I

••

------
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Perhaps it is dangerous, in a public relations
sense, to telegraph your message.

For one thing, such

telegraphing may inspire a preemptive strike.
The following example illustrates this
point.
Senator Rogers, a strong opponent of the
Roberti-Roos Act, distributed a news advisory of his
upcoming news conference, detailing in his advisory
the contents of his conference.
We prepared a response and delivered it
outside the Rogers news conference.

Although reporters

asked Rogers questions, either they did not write
stories from the conference, or editors chose not to
run the stories.

Which was fine with us.

MEMORANDUM TO:

fROM:

BOB FORSYTH, PRESS SECRETARY, SENATE PRESIDENT PROTEM ROBERTI

SUBJECT:
DATE:

CAPITOL PRESS CORPS

SENATOR ROGERS

NEWS CONFERENCE REGARDING SB 292

MAY 2, 1989

SENATOR DON ROGERS HAS A NEWS CONFERENCE

SCHEDULED TODAY

(MAY 2) IN WHICH, ).CCORDING TO HIS APRIL 25 NEWS RELEASE, HE
WILL STATE " ... THE MAJORITY OF LINE OFFICERS ARE VERY MUCH
OPPOSED TO THIS TYPE OF LEGISLATION."
WE SAY
1).
OFFICER

SE~ATOR

ROGERS IS INCORRECT.

ACCORDING TO THE CALIFORNIA COMMISSION ON PEACE

STANDARDS AND TRAINING (POST), THERE ARE 63,467 SWORN

PEACE OFFICERS IN CALIFORNIA.

WE DON'T BELIEVE THAT AT LEAST

32,000 PEACE OFFICERS OPPOSE SB 292 OR AB 357.
2). ATTACFEn IS A COPY OF A LETTER FROM THE CALIFORNIA
COALITIO~

OF LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSOCIATION --- REPRESENTING OVER

35,000 PEACE OFFICERS IN CALIFORNIA --- IN SUPPORT OF THE BILL.
3). ATTACHED IS A COMPLETE LIST OF SUPPORT OF THE BILL.

· California Coalition

low

Association

600 East 8th Street
los Angeles. Califormo 90014
(213) 626-5341

1 24, 1989

T. Davis
of Governor George Deukmejian
tol
Sacramen~fornia
95814
Dear

Hr~--s-:-

Please make Governor Deukmejian aware that the California Coalition
of Law Enforcement Association, representing over 35 1 000
peace
officers in California, in special session on April 22nd, voted
unanimously to request the Governor sign SB 292.
There are peace officers who oppose this legislation,
to assure you that they are in the minority.

but

we

write

We support SB 292 because we believe it will slow the growth of
semi-automatic weapon attacks on defenseless people.
We believe such a goal is worth the inconvenience that will be
imposed upon those who have purchased these weapons for their
personal protection or enjoyment.
Sincerely,

;1

Anohe1m Police Officer:. ~ociouon • ~~octotion for Los Angele$ Deputy !)heriffs'• ~ociotion of Oronge County Deputy !>he-riff$ • Dvrbonk Police
Othcen ~ociouon • Colifornto Council of Pollee ond !>heriffs • Colifornto !>tote Mor:.hols ~lOtion • Gorden Grove Police Officers ~otion
Glendale Police Off•cers ~sociot,on • Inglewood Police Officers ~ociotion • Lo$ Angeles Airport Peace Officers ~otion • Los Angeles County
Morshol> ~ooouon " l.O$ Angele$ County Profenionol Peoce Officers ~ociotion • Los Angeles County Safety Police ~ociotion • Los Angeles Police
ProtEM:tive !.eogue " LO$ Angeles Unif1ed xhool District Police Off•cen ~ociotion • Morshols ~ociotion of 1\iversioo County • Posodeno PoliCe Officers
A.uoctotion • Redondo Deoch Pollee Offtc:ers ~otion " !>ocromemo County Deputy !>herifh ~iotion " !>on Fronosco Police Officer~ ~ooouon
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Background Material on Act

Attached is the overview package the
Roberti office distributed to the California media
and selected national media.

As the bill advanced

and accepted amendments, the information was updated.
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Thank you for being here today.
Senate Bill 292, deals with public safety.
The public rightfully demands this legislation, law
enforcement demands this legislation and common sense demands
this legislation.
We in the legislature must have the courage to stand up to
the bully on the block, the National Rifle Association.
First, let me say what this legislation does not do: it does
not infringe on the rights of legitimate sportsmen.

And it does

not absolve us --- all of us --- from seeking additional
solutions to gang war violence and deranged killers.
We live in a complex and too-violent society.
therefore seek a variety of solutions.

We must

I believe that this

measure is only one of a number of needed solutions.
This measure is the product of republicans and democrats, of
conservative and liberals, of those from the urban areas and
those from the rural areas.

STArE_ CAPITOL, ROOM 205

It is a product of reasonable minds.

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95814

(916)

445-8390

We do not underestimate the power of the NRA.

The NRA has

declared war on this measure, which is hardly surprising.

Two

years ago. the NRA announced that its high priority is to repeal
the federal ban on civilian ownership of machine guns.

That is

nonsense and NRA protection of assault weapons is nonsense.
But I say to the NRA. do not dare underestimate the power of
the people.
One of those people is a five-year-old girl from El Cerrito.
Last week. this child sent me a letter in which she carefully
printed these words:

"Dear Senator Roberti,
Please ban the guns that kill kids."

I am sending that little girl this ban-the assault weapon button
and with it goes my pledge that I will do all I can to ban these
evil instruments.
I believe we will win because that little girl and millions
of other Californians are saying ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.
Thank you.

# # #

AMENDED IN

S~NATE

FEBRUARY 1, 1989

AMENDED IN SENATE JANUARY 31, 1989

SENATE BILL

No. 292

Introduced by Senator Roberti
(Principal coauthor: Assembly Member Roos)
(Coauthors: Senators Bill Greene, Montoya, and Torres)
(Coattthor: Assembly Member Johnston)
(Coauthors: Assembly Members johnston and Klehs)
January 26, 1989

An act to amend Sections 12020.5 and 12022.5 of, and to add
Chapter 2.3 · (commencing with Section 12275) to Title 2 of
Part 4 of, the Penal Code, relating to weapons.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SB 292, as amended, Roberti. Weapons: semiautomatic
firearms.
Existing law makes it a misdemeanor to advertise certain
weapons or devices, as specified.
This bill would add ..assault weapon," as defined, to that list,
thus creating a state-mandated local program by expanding
the scope of an existing crime.
Existing_ law provides that any person who is convicted of
a felony or an attempt to commit a felony, including murder
or attempted murder, in which that person discharged a
firearm at an occupied motor vehicle which caused great
bodily injury or death to another, shall, upon conviction of
that felony or attempted felony, receive a full, consecutive
sentence enhancement of 5 years in addition to the sentence
prescribed for the felony or attempted felony. Existing law
also provides that the firearm shall be deemed a nuisance and
shall be disposed of by law enforcement officials, as specified.
This bill, in addition, would provide that any person who

'

-2uses an assault weapon in the
or
commission of a felony shall receive the same
officials to dispose
their responsibilities,
local program.
would include
concerning
any person, firm, or "'"'"cnr""''
or cause to be manufactured, .... ,..,".
for sale, or offer or expose for
or
assault weapon, except as provided
any person who commits another
provision would be subject to an additional,
punishment of one year for violating the
provision in addition and consecutive to the punishment,
including enhancements, which is prescribed for the
crime. Because the bill would create a new crime, it would
impose a state-mandated local program.
The bill also would establish a procedure for the registration
of assault weapons by the Department ofJustice and issuance
of permits for their possession and sale, as specified.
In addition, the bill would establish an Assault Weapons
Commission, as specified, within the Department ofJustice
for the purpose of determining whether particular firearms
are legitimate sports or recreational firearms.
The bill would declare that if any provision is held invalid,
that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications
of the bill.
The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse
local agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated
by the state. Statutory provisions establish procedures for
u•a.... u.•F. that reimbursement.
This
would provide that for certain costs no
reimbursement is required by this act for a specified reason.
However, the bill would provide that, if the Commission on
State Mandates Claims determines that this bill contains other ·
costs mandated by the state, reimbursement for those costs
shall
made pursuant to those statutory procedures and, if
the statewide cost does not exceed $1,000,000, shall be payable

J
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'-' from the State Mandates Claims Fund.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: no. Fiscal committee: yes.
State-mandated local program: yes.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

l.l. .

L

1
SECTION 1. Section 12020.5 of the Penal Code is
2 amended to read:
3
12020.5. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm,
4 corporation, or association, in any newspaper, magazine,
5 circular, form letter, or open publication, published,
6 distributed, or circulated in this state, or on any billboard,
7 card, label, or other advertising medium, or by means of
8 any other advertising device, to advertise the sale of any
9 weapon or device whose possession is prohibited by
10 Section 12020 or 12280.
11
SEC. 2. Section 12022.5 of the Penal Code is amended
12 to read:
13
12022.5. (a) Except as provided in s~bdivisions ·(b)
14 and (c), any person who personally uses a firearm in the
15 commission or attempted commission of a felony shall,
16 upon conviction of such felony or attempted felony, in
17 addition and consecutive to the punishment prescribed
18 for the felony or attempted felony of which he or she has
19 been convicted, be punished by an additional term of
20 imprisonment in the state prison for two years, unless use
21 of a firearm is an element of the offense of which he or
22 she was convicted.
23
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), any person who
24 is convicted of a felony or an attempt to commit a felony,
25 including murder or attempted murder, in which that
26 person discharged a firearm at an occupied motor vehicle
27 which caused great bodily injury or death to the person
28 of another, or any person who personally uses an assault
29 weapon, as specified in Chapter 2.3 (commencing with
30 Section 12275) ef tftt5 flfl.e, in the commission or
31 attempted commission of a felony, shall, upon conviction
32 of that felony or attempted felony, in addition and
33 consecutive to the sentence prescribed for the felony or
34 ·attempted felony, be punished by an additional term of
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imprisonment in the state prison for five years.
(c) Notwithstanding the enhancement set forth in
subdivision (a), any person who personally uses a firearm
in the commission or attempted commission of a violation
of Section 11351, 11351.5, 11352, 11366.5, 11366.6, 11378,
11378.5, 11379, 11379.5, or 11379.6 of the Health and Safety
Code, shall, upon conviction of that offense and in
addition and consecutive to the punishment prescribed
for the offense of which he or she has been convicted, be
punished by an additional term of imprisonment in the
state prison for three, four, or five years in the court's
discretion. The court shall order the imposition of middle
term unless there are circumstances in aggravation or
mitigation. The court shall state the reasons for its
enhancement choice on the record.
(d) The additional term provided by this section may
be imposed . in cases of assault with a firearm under
paragraph (2) of subdivision (a) of Section 245, or assault
with a deadly weapon which is a firearm under Section
245.
(e) When a person is found to have personally used a
firearm or an assault weapon in the commission or
attempted commission of a felony as provided in this
section and the firearm or assault weapon is owned by
that person, the court shall order that the firearm be
deemed a nuisance and disposed of in the manner
provided in Section 12028.
(f) For purposes of imposing an enhancement under
Section 1170.1, the enhancements under this section shall
count as one, single enhancement.
(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the
court may strike the additional punishment for the
enhancement provided in subdivision (c) in an unusual
case where the interests of justice would best be served,
if the court specifies on the record and enters into the
minutes the circumstances indicating that the interests of
justice would best be served by that disposition.
SEC. 3. Chapter 2.3 (commencing with Section
12275) is added to Title 2 of Part 4 of the Penal Code, to
r.ead.; . . . . ._
\
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Article 1.

General Provisions

12275. The Legislature hereby finds and declares that
the proliferation and use of assault weapons poses a threat
to the safety health, safety, and security of all citizens of
this state. As used in this chapter, "assault weapon"
gener'ally means a firearm of such a nature and with such
a high rate of fire and capacity for firepower that its
function as a legitimate sports and recreational firearm is
substantially outweighed by the danger that it will can be
used to kill and injure human beings. It is, therefore, the
intent of the Legislature in enacting this act to place
restrictions on the use of these assault weapons and to
establish a registration and permit procedure for their
lawful sale and possession. It is not, however, the intent
of the Legislature to place restrictions on the use of those
weapons which are primarily designed and intended for
hunting, target practice, or other legitimate sports or
recreational activities.
12276. (a) For purposes of this chapter, "assault
weapon" includes all of the following:
( 1) All semiautomatic action, centerfire rifl~s that
accept detachable magazines with a capacity of20 rounds
or more.
(2} All semiautomatic shotguns with a barrel of less
than 19 inches and a folding stock or a magazine capacity
of more than six rounds.
(3) All semiautomatic pistols, as defined in Section
12001, that are modifications of rifles described in
paragraph ( 1) ; that is, having the same make, caliber, and
action design but a shorter barrel and no rear stock, or
that are semiautomatic weapons originally designed to
accept magazines with a capacity of 20 rounds or more.
(4) Any firearm which may be readily restored to an
operable assault weapon.
(5) Any part, or combination of parts, designed or
intended to convert a firearm into an assault weapon, or
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1 an:· combination of parts from which an assault weapon
2 rna:· be readily assembled if those parts are in the
· 3 possession or under the control of the same person.
4
(b) As used in this chapter, "shotgun" means a
o weapon, whether it is intended to be fired from the
6 shoulder, that is designed or redesigned, made or
7 remade, to fire a fixed shotgun shell.
As used in this chapter, "rifle" means a weapon,
8
9 whether it is intended to be fired from the shoulder, that
10 is designed or redesigned, made or remade, to fire a fixed
11 cartridge and is not a "pistol," as defined in Section 12001.
12
As used in this chc;tpter, "semiautomatic" means a
13 weapon which fires a single projectile for each single pull
14 of the trigger and which employs a magazine.
15
(c) As used in this chapter, "assault weapon" does not
16 include any of the following:
17
(1) All weapons that do not use fixed ammunition, all
18 weapons that were in production prior to 1898, all
19 manually operated bolt-action weapons, all lever-action
20 weapons, all slide-action weapons, all single-shot
21 weapons,
all
multiple-barrel
weapons,
all
22 revolving-cylinder weapons, all semiautomatic weapons
23 with a fixed magazine capacity of 10 rounds or less, all
24 semiautomatic
weapons
that
use
exclusively
25 Mannlicher-style clips, all semiautomatic weapons in
26 production prior to 1954, and all rimfirc weapons that
27 employ a tubular magazine.
28
(2) Any short-barreled shotgun, as defined in
29 paragraph (1) of subdivision (c) of Section 12020.
30
(3) Any short-barreled rifle, as defined in paragraph
31 (2) of subdivision (c) of Section 12020.
32
(4) Any antique or relic firearm, movie prop, or other
33 weapon, as specified in paragraphs (1), (5), (7), (8), (9),
34 (10), (ll), (12), and (13) of subdivision (b) of Section
35 12020, and subject to all the limitations and requirements
36 of those paragraphs.
37
(5) Any firearm that uses .22 caliber rimfire
38 ammunition.
39
(6) Any firearm that is declared to be a legitimate
40 sports or recreational firearm by the Assault Weapons
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1 Commission pursuant to Section 12295.
2
(7) Any assault weapon which has been modified
3 either to render it permanently inoperable or to
4 permanently make it a device no longer defined as an
5 assault weapon.
6
(d) Except as specifically stated in this section, the
7 provisions of this section are independent of, and
8 supplemental to, any other provisions oflaw, and nothing
9 shall prevent a device defined as an "assault weapon" in
10 this section from also being regulated under other
11 provisions of law.
12
13
Article 2. Unlawful Activities
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12280. Any person, firm, or corporation, who within
this state manufactures or causes to be manufactured,
imports into the state, keeps for sale, or offers or exposes
for sale, or who gives, lends, or possesses any assault
weapon, except as provided by this chapter, is guilty of a
felony, and upon conviction shall be punished by
imprisonment in the state prison, or in the county jail, not
exceeding one year. Notwithstanding Section 654 or any
other provision oflaw, any person who commits another
crime while violating this section may receive an
additional, consecutive punishment of one year for
violating this section in addition and consecutive to the
punishment, including enhancements, which is
prescribed for the other crime.
Article 3.

Registration and Permits

12285. (a) Any individual who lawfully possesses an
assault weapon, as defined in Section 12276, prior to
October 1, 1989, shall register the firearm by January 1,
1991, with the Department of Justice pursuant to such
procedures as the department may establish. The
registration shall contain a description of the firearm that
identifies it uniquely, including all identification marks,
the full name, address, date of birth, and fingerprints of
the owner, and such other information as the department
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1 may deem appropriate. Any change of address of the

2 owner must be registered with the department within 90
3 days of the change_. The department may charge a fee for
4 registration not to exceed the actual processing costs of
5 the department. After the department establishes fees
6 sufficient to reimburse the department for processing
7 costs, fees charged shall increase at a rate not to exceed
8 the legislatively approved annual cost-of-living
,
9 adjustment for the department's budget.
10
(b) No assault weapon possessed pursuant to this
11 section may be sold or transferred on or after January 1,
12 1990, to anyone within this state other than to a licensed
13 gun dealer as defined in subdivision (b) of Section 12290.
14 Any individual who obtains title to an assault weapon
15 registered under this section by bequest or intestate
16 succession must, within 90 days, either render the
17 weapon inoperable in accordance with paragraph (7) of
18 subdivision (c) of Section 12276, sell the weapon to a
19 licensed gun dealer, obtain a permit from the
20 Department of}ustice in the same manner as specified in
21 Article 3 (commencing with Section 12230) &f MHs flfle,
22 or remove the weapon from this state.
·
23
(c) A person who has registered an assault weapon
24 acquired prior to October 1, 1989, under this section may
25 possess it only under the following conditions:
26
(1) At that person's residence, place of business, or
27 other property owned by that person, or on property
28 owned by another with the owner's express permission.
29
(2) ·While on the premises of a target range of a public
30 or private club or organization organized for the purpose
31 · of practicing ·shooting at targets.
32
(3) While on a target range which holds a regulatory
33 or business license for the purpose of practicing shooting
34 at that target range.
35
(4) While on the premises of a shooting club which is
36 licensed pursuant to the Fish and Game Code.
37
(5) While· attending any exhibition, display, or
38 educational project which is about firearms and which is
39 sponsored by, conducted under the· auspices of, or
40 approved by a law enforcement agency or a nationally or
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1 state recognized entity that fosters proficiency in, or
2 promotes education about, firearms.
3
(6) While transporting the assault weapon between
4 any of the places mentioned in this subdivision, if the
5 assault weapon is transported as required by Section
6 12026.1.
7
(d) No person under the age of 18 years and no person
8 described in Section 12021 or 12021.1 of this code or
9 Section 8100 or 8103 of the Welfare and Institutions Code
10 may register or possess an assault weapon.
11
12286. Any individual who acquires or wishes to
12 acquire any assault weapon in existence on or after
13 October 1, 1989, must first obtain a permit from the
14 Department ofJustice in the same manner as specified in
15 Article 3 (commencing with Section 12230) ef ~ fttle.
16
17
. Article 4. Licensed Gun Dealers
18
19
12290. (a) Any licensed gun dealer, as defined in
20 subdivision (b), who lawfully possesses an assault weapon
21 pursuant to Section 12285, in addition to the uses allowed
22 in Section 12285, may transport the weapon between
23 dealers or out of the state, display it at any gun show
24 licensed by a state or local governmental entity, or sell it
25 to a resident outside the state. Any transporting allowed
26 by this section must be done as required by Section
27 12026.1.
28
(b) The term ..licensed gun dealer," as used in this
29 article means a person who has a federal firearms license,
30 any business license required ·by a state or local
31 governmental entity, and a seller's permit issued by the
32 Board of Equalization.
33
Article 5. Assault Weapons Commission
34
35
36
12295. (a) There is hereby created the Assault
37 Weapons Commission within the Department of Justice
38 which shall consist of nine members, appointed as
39 follows: the Director of the Division of Law Enforcement
40 within th~ Department of Justice, who shall be the
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1 presiding officer; the Director of the Department of Fish
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and Game; a district attorney of a county or city and.
county with a population over 500,000, who shall be
appointed by the Governor; a sheriff of a county or city
and county with a population under 500,000, who shall be
appointed by the Governor; a chief of police of a city or
city and county with a population under 250,000, who
shall be appointed by the Governor; a sheriff of a county
or city and county with a population over 500,000, who
shall be appointed by the Senate Rules Committee; a
chief of police of a city or city and county with a
population over 250,000, who shall be appointed by the
Speaker of the Assembly; a member of a broad-based
organization representing hunters or others who use
firearms for sports and recreational purposes, who shall
be appointed by the Senate Rules Committee; and a
member of a broad-based peace officer labor
organization, who shall be appointed by the Speaker of
the Assembly.
·
The Director of the Department of Fish and Game and
the Director of the Division of Law Enforcement within
the Department of Justice shall serve as ex officio
members. Each of the other members shall serve
two-year terms, except that for the initial term after
enactment of this section the district attorney, the sheriff
of a county or city and county with a population under
500,000, the member of a broad-based organization
representing hunters or others who use firearms for
sports or recreational purposes, and the member of a
broad-based peace officer labor organization shall serve
for one year.
Members of the commission shall be entitled to a
reasonable per diem and reimbursement for ·other
expenses necessary to the fulfillment of their duties, and
staff and administrative support as shall be deemed
appropriate by the Director of the Division of Law
Enforcement. The commission shall meet from time to
time as is necessary to perform its duties.
(b) The commission, as soon as is practical, shall adopt
rules and regulations establishing procedures for
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determining whether particular firearms are legitimate
sports or recreational firearms. The adoption of the rules
and regulations shall be exempt from the requirements of
Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 11340) of Part 1
of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code, but shall
provide for reasonable prior notice and hearing before
the commission may declare any firearm to be a
legitimate sports or recreational firearm. The rules and
regulations shall provide for the speedy resolution of
petitions filed pursuant to subdivision (d). Copies of the
rules and regulations shall be made available to the
public.
(c) In determining whether a firearm is a legitimate
sports or recreational firearm, the commission shall
consider the findings and intent set forth in Section 12275
The commission shall specifically consider the
usefulness and actual use of the firearm for hunting,
target practice, or other sports or recreational activities,
as well as the firearm's history of and potential for use in
criminal activity.
In general, a shorter length than that of widely
accepted hunting or other recreational firearms, the use
of a folding stock, an original design for military use, a
greater rate of fire or firing capacity than reasonably
necessary for legitimate sports or recreational activities,
or a uniquely and particularly lethal nature, are factors
indicating that a firearm is not a legitimate sports or
recreational firearm.
(d) Any licensed gun dealer, as defined in Section
12290, or any manufacturer of any firearm which is
described in subdivision (a) of Section 12276 may petition
the commission to have that firearm declared to be a
legitimate sports or recreational firearm under the
procedures established under this section. The
commission may impose a fee for each petition not to
exceed the actual cost of investigating and processing the
petition.
(e) The commission shall notify the Legislature within
seven days of any finding made under this section. No
decision by the commission under this , section shall
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1 become effective for 90 days.
2
SEC. 4. If any provision of this act or the application

3 thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid,
4 that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
5 applications of the act which can be given effect without
6 the invalid provision or application, and to this end the
7 provisions of this act are severable.
SEC. 5. No reimbursement is required by this act
8
9 pursuant to Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California
10 Constitution for those costs which may be incurred by a
11 local agency or school district because this act creates a
12 new crime or infraction, changes the definition of a crime
13 or infraction, changes the penalty for a crime or
·
14 infraction, or eliminates a crime or infraction.
However, notwithstanding Section 17610 of the
15
16 Government Code, if the Commission on State Mandates
17 determines that this act contains other costs ma11dated by
18 the state, reimbursement to local agencies and school
19 districts for those costs shall be made pursuant to Part 7
20 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title
21 2 of the Government Code. If the statewide cost of the
22 cla.lm for reimbursement does not exceed one million
23 dollars ($1,000,000), reimbursement shall be made from
24 the State Mandates Claims Fund.
25
Notwithstanding Section 17580 of the Government
26 Code, unless otherwise specified in this act, the provisions
27 of this act shall become operative on the same date that
28 the act takes effect .pursuant to the California
29 Constitution.
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SB 29 2 BACKGROUND SHEET
SENATOR DAVID ROBERTI
February 7, 1989

*

In 1987, 357 homicides in Los Angeles County were gang
related. In 1988, there 450 gang related homicides. Gangs
have shot to death an average of one person every single day
in 1987 and 1988.

*

More than half of the victims of the LA shootings were
innocent and not related to any gang activity.

*

During the 14 year Chicago prohibition there were a total of
703 gang murders. All of these homicides were gang related.
1987 and 1988 Los Angeles gang related homicides exceed the
prohibition period gang wars.

*

The vast majority of semi-automatic assault weapons used in
crimes are purchased across the counter according to law
enforcement agencies. The Oakland Police Department estimates
that 80% of the assault weapons confiscated by them are
purchased legally.

*

An Assembly Office of Research study done this year which
surveyed 200 law enforcement agencies in the state found that
83% of the respondents reported an increase in the type and
frequency and use of assault weapons. 63% reported a
significant increase.

*

Alameda County Chief Deputy DA Richard Iglehart claims that
one particular store in San Leandro is arming the drug wars
errupting in Oakland. Iglehart cites a study linking 70% of
the weapons used in drug related crimes to this store.

*

The NRA, which opposes a ban on assault weapons, claims to
have 2.7 million members nationally and operates with a budget
of over $71 million.

LEGISLATIVE FACT SHEET ON SB 292
SENATOR DAVID ROBERTI
2/7;'39
~':

Current Law - To purchase Dn aGsault weapon in California you
must ~how identification that you arc 18 years or older. In
addition, you must sign a form which requires you to indicate
whether you are a felon, a drug addict or a person with mental
illness. This form is a federal form and not checked for
accuracy. After pnying the price of your purchase, you may
leave the store. In effect, there is a cash and carry policy
in California.
I
SB 292 - The major provisions of the assault weapons bill are:
1.

It is a felony to possesr., sell or mnnufacture an ".1.ssault
weapon", as defined, and adds a five-year enhancement for
use of an assault weapon in the commission of a crime.

2.

Define "assault weapon" through generic language, with a
companion generic definition of those firearms which are
not assault weapons that are categorized as legitimate~
hunting and sports weapons.

3.

Create an Assault l.Jeapons Commission to exempt specific
weapons found to be legitimate sports or recreational
firearms.

4.

Ar.y individual who lnwfull.y possessed nn assault weapon
prior to October l, 1989, may retain the gun by registering
it with the Department of Justice. This will be similar to
the current check of those purchasing concealable firearms.
Registration is limited to both the specific individual and
the specific gun. The owner. may not thereafter transfer it
to anyone within California other than to a licensed gun
dealer.

5.

Any individual wishing to acquire any assault weapon after
October 1, 1989, must obtain a permit from the Department
of Justice under the existing provisions regulating machine
guns. This is a much more thorough screening, limited to
individuals who can demonstrate justification.

6.

The new Assnult Weapons Commission will be located within
the Department of Justice for administrative purposes. It
is composed of nine m0mbcrs: the Director of the
Department of Justice'~ Division of Law Enforcement, the
Director of the DP.pnrtment of Fish and Game Commission, a
sheriff of a county over 500,000 appointed by the Senate, a
chief of police from a city over 250,000 appointed by the
Assembly, a representative of a sports club appointed by
the Senate, a district attorney from a county over 500,000
appointed by the Governor, a sheriff of a county under
500,000 appointed by the Governor, n chief of police of a
city under 250,000 appointed by the Governor, and a
representative of a peace officer labor organization
appointed by the Speaker.

WEAPONS REGULATED

WEAPONS NOT REGULATED

Rifles:

Rifles:

AK 4 7
Auto Ordnance Model 27A-l
Beretta Model AR 70
Daewood Kl and K2
FN-FAL and FN-FNC
Galil
Heckler & Koch Models 91,
93, 94
Ruger Mini-14 & Mini-30
Springfield MlA
Springfield/Beretta Bl1 59
Steyer Aug
Uzi Carbines
Valmet Hunter and Model 78
AR15

Winchester M 70
Remington M 700
Weatherby MK V
Savage M 110
Ruger M 77
Mossberg M 1500
Winchester M 94
Remington M 6
Marlin M 336
Ruger No 1
Ml Garand and Carbine
Ruger 10-22
Simonov Type 56

ShotguPs:

Renelli Police/Military
Model
S.P.A.S.l2
Street Sweeper
Mossberg 500 Bullpup

Shotguns:

Browning Auto 5
Remington 1100
Remington 11-87
Ithaca M 37

Handguns:

Ingram (MACS)
Intratec
Uzi

Handguns:

Glock 19
Colt 45 ACP
Browning High Power

**Please Note: This list reflects
the Attorney General's
interpretation of the semiautomatic
weapons described in SB 292.

Senate pro Tern David Roberti

In control of the
Legislature's quiet side
By Rebecca LaVally

0

n election night in November, a square-built, I tal·
ian-blooded lawmaker named David Roberti
paced the floor of his Hollywood district office
monitoring state Senate returns and uncharacter·
istically shunning proffered snack food.
The Senate president pro tempore was glued to reports
of votes tricklu1g in from a swing district straddling the line
between Orange and Los Angeles counties- conservativelmning, blue-collar tern tory where freshman Democrat Cecil
(in:en was threatened with imminent retirement. Roberti had
poured hundreds of thousands of dollars into saving this for·
mer mayor of Norwalk from the GOP. He didn't depart the
'-.nlilll hand of clo'-.e friends and staff milling about his office
until finally convincl'd of victory around 4:30 in the morning.
During the long night, a team from the local newspaper- the
/Jur/)(Jnk Leader- dropped by for an interview and to snap
ills picture for the next day's front page.
Four hundred miles to the north, Assembly Speaker
Willie Brown was holding forth in his ornate Capitol office,
serving catered food, soft drinks and liquor to an entourage of
100 or so who trooped by throughout the night - including
perhaps a dozen print and television reporters, cameras in
tow.
The election-night contrast between the brash Brown
and the retiring Roberti is typical of the differences in person·
al style that characterize their leadership. Each assumed control of his house in late 1980 - Brown with flash and dash to
mark the surprise culmination of a prolonged speakership
hallie; Roberti seemmg to just step in one day to depose low·
key .lames Mills of San Diego.
Mills, accused by Roberti of failing to protect Senate
Democrats targeted by the GOP, groused that Roberti would
"sell his mother if it would advance him politically" and
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Rebecca LaVully is Sacramento bureau chief for United
l'ress International.
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called him "a man with no conscience"- before conceding
to him in a letter from San Diego. At the time, some had diffi~
culty imagining what kind of leader Roberti would be or how
long he would last. He was a USC-educated lawyer elected to
the Assembly in 1966, to the Senate in 1971, had been Senate
DL·mocratic caucus chairman and majority leader, but had
never chaired a standing committee in the upper house. He
was d riveting and fiery orator when moved to debate but
could disappear into the Capitol halls, stoop-shouldered,
hugging the walls.
Even today he can seem introverted, inattentive to detail,
even indecisiw. But those who sit in the 40-member Senate,
both Democrat and Republican, say the secret of his longevity in the richly-appointed Senate leader's ortice is his willingness to cater to members' needs. Influential colleagues say
the job probably is his as long as he wants it.
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ecause the Senate president pro tem must share power
with the other four members of the Rules Committee, the
holder of that job has never been considered as important as
the Assembly speaker. But that may be changing. Indeed, it
may be the calm that Roberti maintains in the Senate that will
make him, this term, a more powerful political figure than
ever. With the Assembly balkanized into all-but-unmanageable factions. there is a better chance that new state policy initiatives will come from the state Senate.
Roberti insists that Willie Brown is "still the most powerful person over there." And Brown himself bristles at the idea
that he may be being eclipsed by his Senate counterpart.
'Tm still the most powerful legislator," he asserts.
Such debates aside, Roberti's approach seems to satisfy
the independent spirits in the Senate.
"He doesn't go for the Willie Brown flamboyance ... but
l{obcrti is very thoughtful. He gives a lot of consideration to
problems of individual members and he's always there to
help," says Democratic Senator Allred Alquist of San Jose,
Roberti's seatmate on the Senate floor and chairman of the
powerful Budget and Fiscal Review Committee.
"He's a great help in analyzing various political issues
and o!fering recommendations without ever imposing any
obi igations on the (Democratic) caucus to follow a certain
line," Alquist added. "When David makes a presentation to
the caucus, you can be sure he has analyzed it thoroughly,
given a great deal of thought to it, gotten various opinions in
addition to his own."
Republicans, even conservatives, seem to have little
trouble getting along with Roberti, a liberal who doesn't mind
describing himself with the "L' word. Then again, he began
his political career as leader of the Young Republican Club in
the late 1950s at Loyola University, where he first cultivated
his debating skills.
"! think David does an excellent job," says Senate Republican Leadt>r Ken Maddy of Fresno. "He follows his caucus, sometimes, 1think, against his better judgment. He keeps
things together. We've worked well together. We recognize
each of us has a partisan role to play; yet, at the same time,
we're concerned about how the Senate appears to the general
public. Occasionally, we worry about the fact that we're constantly living in the shadow of the Assembly.
"Frankly, 1 do not think the Assembly is a very strongly
admired group from the public's point of view, and we all get
swept up with the same broom, of course," says Maddy.
The Senate, which calls itself the "upper house," for
years has looked down its nose at the Assembly, even though
many senators got their start there. But 1988 was a particularly bad year for passing Senate bills through a lower house
paralyzed by power struggles and policy stalemates.
CALIFORNIA JOURNAL
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"I think people were very unhappy that the leadership
challenges were causing bills to be defeated or creating a
logjam that we'd thought we'd gotten a handle on in previous
years," says Roberti.
lie concedes that not only the Assembly, but the lavish
media attention focused on its glib leader, can rub him the
wrong way.
Brown is cocky, charismatic, conspicuous; the flashy
dresser who steals the show; the fast-talking attorney who
boasts of deceiving the press. l<oberti, 4~J. cannot make a suit
look good, frequently smiles or laughs in nervous shyness
but harbors a mercurial temper which he uses to best advantage in his impassioned speeches. The son of an Italian immigrant. he is a man ol causes: a childless foe of abortion.
protector of working mothers, defender of animal rights. Last
October, it was Roberti who persuaded many of the nation's
editorial and feature cartoonists to devote their attention to
the plight of the homeless on a single day.
Family is extremely important to Roberti. Before his parents came to live in Roberti's Los Feliz house, not many miles
from where he was born, he would give their home phone
number to acquaintances because he spent so much time
there. While Brown, long estranged from his wife, revels in escorting starlets on his arm, Roberti has been married 20 years
to the same woman, once his legislative secretary and still a
frequent visitor to his Capitol office.
"He's very caring - caring about people, animals, the
environment," .June Roberti said of her husband in an interview a few years ago. "He loves children, old people. He
doesn't talk a lot but he reads a lot. He likes to garden; he likes
to cook. lie makes pasta from scratch. He doesn't like to
clean up the kitchen afterwarJs."
She added: "I don't think people really see David as being the kind of person he is, one who really cares ... about any
living thing; it's just the way he is."

R

oberti's supporters say his style fits the Senate, that the
iron hand that rules the partisan Assembly would never be
tolerated in the more independent Senate. So while Hrown
spent most of l~J88 looking over his shoulder lor a chorus ol
Hrutuses, Roberti moved smoothly through another year of
stewardship. He chairs the Senate Rules Committee, doling
out prized committee chairmanships with an eye toward appeasing his conservative Democratic critics. He keeps dissidents in line with his proven willingness to take back what he
has Riven.
"Sometimes we all make mistakes of equating leadership with power," says Roberti, who suggests the task of guiding the Senate requires its own definition. "It's the amount of
time you want to put into a job; it's your ability to persuade;
it's your ability to discern the fights you should engage in and
the fights you should avoid; the compromises you should
make and the positions you must hold firm to.
"There's a finesse. It's not just exercising the power
punches you have. although those are important, too. The
Senate, being composed of more settled individuals and
older individuals and being a smaller body ... 1think responds
to that kind of leadership fairly well."
Brown set a record for longevity a!> speaker in 19~~;
Hoberti would have to serve another nine yt•ars as protem to
do so. Will he stick around? "It depends on whqt day it is;
what mood I'm in," says Roberti, who has giv·~n at least passing thought to :-.eeking statewide office.
Some days arc more frustrating than others.
"Listen, I'm a human being," says Roberti. "When we
work hard, when we've done good work in the Senate to put a
measure through and I think I've provided the leadership to
JANUARY 1989
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do it, and some correspondent thinks there's only one legis·
Ia tor (Brown), it rubs you the wrong way. But that's life in the
big city.
"I hope the next year in the state Senate is really a year of
major public policy performance. That would serve me well."
Roberti also knows how to lead headline-grabbing
fights. however; felling controversial appointees of Repub·
lican Governor George Deukmejian, for example. Dcukme·
jian was bitterly slung by the Senate rejection, orchestrated by
Roberti, of his nomination of former Republican Congress·
man Daniel Lungren to replace the late Democrat Jesse
Unruh as state treasurer.
Despite the sometimes sharply personal tone of their
spats, the Senate leader and the !{overnur- him sell a former
Senate GOI' leader- periodically engage in bouts of fence·
mending. "In politics, if you hold a grudge ... it eats the person
up," says Roberti. "He [Deukmejian] has said some pretty
tough things about me, but I may have said some things about
him that in a calmer moment I wouldn't have said. He's a very
decent person; we just happen to be poles apart politically;
therefore we have confrontations. They aren't personal. I've
always considered him a good manager."
For all his seeming contradictions. his shyness, his dis·
tracted demeanor. his occasional unease, Roberti's Demo·
cratic colleagues consider him a good manager. too. in the
arena that counts most.
"It was hard to get to Jimmy Mills when he was protem,"
says Ruben Ayala of Chino, one of six conservative Demo·
crats who sometimes vote as a bloc against Roberti's liberal
policies. "You can walk up to Roberti, although it's hard to tell
if he's listening to you- he's got so doggone many things on
his mind. I tell him to write it down; he does. Roberti's been

good to all of us. If he's good to you, that's about all you
expect."
Roberti has been particularly good to one consultant, a
mystery figure who has hovered around the pro tern in recent
years and engendered whispered complaints from those who
perceive the consultant as an unabashed influence peddler.
His name is David Commons. who earns $5602 a month on
the public payroll. Rotund. bespectacled and 70ish, Com·
IIHJIIS is a former oil industry lobbyist, former llollywood di·
rector, long·time Roberti family friend and wealthy contribu·
tor to political campaigns. During Senate floor sessions. he
often is seen patrolling the sidelines, buttonholing various
senators.
CullllllUils' llilllle first surfaced back in 1985 when Unit·
cd Press International reported that Roberti had given him an
office and Senate floor priviledges even though Commons
was a paid political consultant for American Medicallnterna·
tiona I. He was described at the time by Capitol insiders as "a
felony waiting to happen."
Roberti solved the problem by putting Commons on the
state payroll, although his duties remain vague. State Senator
Dan Boatwright, a Concord Democrat. referred to him as a
"quasi chief of staff" and a plus for the pro tern.
"David Commons is the best facilitator that I've ever met
in my life," said Boatwright. "David [Roberti] is very busy and
often difficult to get to see on a particular issue. Commons
can get a message back on the issue. Frankly, on some of
these things, he's been invaluable when Roberti is tied up on
other issues."
"He's interesting to talk to," insists Roberti. "I really think
it's important to have somebody of his age and viewpoint as
an adviser."&
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APPENDIX II
Letters -- Pro and Con

Attached is a package of letters -- pro
and con -- received by the Roberti office regarding
the Act.

The idea was to provide reporters with

the basis for feature stories; the second motive
was to remind reporters that the issue was of
high interest in the public.

Senate President Pro Tempore

DAVID ROBERTI
CONTACT:

p

MEMO:

ROBERT FORSYTH
205 State Capitol
Sacramento
(916) 445-8390

RELEASE DATE:

FEB 8, 1989
No. 33
CPC

Capitol Press Corps

R

FROM:

Bob Forsyth

E

RE:

Letters to Senator Roberti on SB 292 (Assault Weapons)

s
s

Beginning in the second week of January, our offices in
Sacramento and Hollywood/Burbank began tabulating unsolicited

R
E

L
E
A

letters and postcards regarding Senate Bill 292, Senator
Roberti's Assault Weapon Bill.
Attached are:

1. The tabulation as of February 7, 1989.

The letters

and postcards were tabulated on the basis of Senate
Districts, according to the ZIP Codes of the senders'
addresses.

s

E
STATE CAPITOL. ROOM 205

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95814

(916)

445-8390

2. Some letters --- pro and con
interesting.

you might find

I have blanked out the names and

specific addresses of senders.

If you want the names

and addresses, contact me and I will contact the
writers and ask their permission.

3. An NRA letter --- "California Sportsmen Under
Attack!" --- sent to its members on February 3.

# # #

LETTERS-POSTCARDS RECEIVED BY SENATOR ROBERTI ON SB 292
FEBRUARY 7, 1989

-

746

---------------------------------------------------------------PRO

CON

SD 1

Doolittle

10

1

SD 2

Keene

12

1

SD 3

Marks

31

0

SD 4

Nielsen

3

0

SD 5

Garamendi

17

0

SD 6

Greene, L.

17

2

SD 7

Boatwright

16

4

SD 8

Kopp

11

0

SD 9

Petris

21

2

2

0

13

1

SD 12 McCorquodale

2

0

SD 13 Alquist

2

0

SD 14 Maddy

11

2

SD 15 Vuich

1

0

SD 16 Rogers

2

5

SD 17 Mello

2

0

SD 18 Hart

9

2

SD 19 Davis

51

3

SD 20 Robbins

40

1

SD 21 Russell

25

2

SD 10 Lockyer
SD 11 Morgan

SD 22 Rosenthal

62

1

SD 23 Roberti

33

1

SD 24 Torres

12

0

SD 25 Leonard

26

2

SD 26 Montoya

7

0

SD 27 Greene, B.

7

1

SD 28 Watson

24

0

SD 29 Beverly

39

0

8

0

SD 31 Campbell

36

2

SD 32 Royce

17

0

28

0

SD 34 Ayala

12

2

SD 35 Seymour

11

0

SD 36 Pres lev

44

1

SD 37 Bergeson

36

1

SD 38 Craven

5

0

SD 39 Stirling

0

0

SD 40 Deddeh

4

0

709

37

95%

5\

SD 30 Dills

SD 33 Green,

c.

TOTALS

January 25,1989

IViAft. to~

To: Senator David Roberti
Dear Sira

I see that you are about to get your way. Well, we will try to finht
0
you as usual. I see that you have gotten to Governor Dukmejian. I'll
b7t your ~enc~man Sherman Block.used his friendship with the Governor
l~ke he d~d w~th the_ toy gun th~ng. Well, I would like to temind you
that professional paranoids like Sherman Block hate civilians. That includes you •. You should think about that.
·
Your elite ~ave t old so many lies about what you 'claim you want that
you have lost s~ght of the ordinary per son •. You havee associated with the
elite so long that you have·_ forgotten the fact that there are ordinary
persons.. You never deal w ith such things as the deleterious effect of the
Warren vs •. the District of Columbia •. The police do not have to come or work
unless they want to.
You seem to like that 1111
I hope that you are proud of your efforts to steal my property under
the color of the law •.
Aa 4545 has verbiage concerning permits for the people who already
own so-called"AK-47' s" •. By the way; the weapons portrayed as AK-4?'s are
Chinese made AKM's. Of course, you already know that. It is alright for
a full fledged member of the media elite to lie •. It is no great wonder
that our children get off into crime. Our elite co~~it as much crime as
they want and get away with it. You seem to like that!!
I guess I might like to get away w ith a lot if I d id not have to
pay the price for it. Someday that pool of hypocrasy you live in will
drown you. You seem to like that.
You,the elite, can ge tall the police se rvice they want. We the
ordinary persons cannot get them to come unless they want to.
When they
get there(when they do decide to come) they let you know that they do not
want to do the work unless they hav e to. You should try 911. They giv e
you the runaround unless it is murder~
You do not hav e to worry about the lies you tell. The TV media elite
will spill their guts to back you up.
You seem to like thatl!
~aybe you will win,
Maybe you will not. According to the TV elite
thousands are buying AkM's. Your publicity is backfiring on you,
I hope that you like tha tl

Oildals, Calif., 93)08

•

Arcadia, r-a. 91006
January 28, 1989

Lo~

Senator D. Roberti
State Capitol

The recent shooting in Stockton was a regretable, abhorent act. All of us grieve for those children and their
families. We all want a solution to this type of crime.
But passing more laws against the !.2.·w abiding gun owners
won't solve the problem. Five counts of murder and twenty nine counts of attempted murder is already a~ainst the
lawl In the Stockton case, the gun used, was purchased
out of state. No law in California would have effected
this tragedy.
Our forefathers gave us the constitutional right to keep
and bear arms not to protect ourselves from street criminals, but to defend ourselves ~r,ainst tyranny! Every tyrannical government, whether right or left wing, has begun by
disarming the public. ~e must never allow this to happen
in our country!
We, the gun owners of the United States, are sixty five
million strong. That is almost half of the adult population of the country. We are NOT a small gun crazed group,
as some of the liberal press would imply. We have a constitiutional right to our weapons and we demand that it be
defended and maintained under the lawl
More people are killed in the U.S. in a week by drunk drivers, than are killed in a year with guns. Do we hear a cry
to ban the automobile? Of course not! But remember, driving is only a privilege - gun ownership is a rightl
Only the extremely naive really beleive that banning semiautomatic weapons would keep them from criminals. It
would only result in the criminal and the police being
effectively armed. That would be a bi~ mistakel
Radical, knee-jerk reactions to trapedy is no reason to
dilute tne constitution. Look at the record; we have a
waiting period for handguns, we outlawed "Saturday night"
specials and New York city banned handguns altogether.
Are gun crimes down? Nol
We need to control criminals!

Not our gunsl
Sincerely!
Arcadia

\\
Otanot,-Calif. 92667
copies to:

Senator
AsselT.blym.an

January 23 1 1989

MAtL LOG.
Senator David Roberti
State Capitol
Sacranento, California 95811
Dear Sir:
It lc::>ks as tho·<1gh the wild-eyed gun grabbers, more than aruci.ous to find
an excuse to press for more gun legislation, now feel they have the "8JTI1Tiunition"
they need to violate the Second Amendment to the U.~. Constitution in the name
of "anti-crime" and "protecti:m" of the people. I don 1 t think those come anywhere near representing your real motives, ~~. Robertie
You were heard to say last night during an interview regarding the AK-!1?
assault rifle, "V.'hat do they m~ed therr. for?" Let me advise you, Mr. Roberti,
it isn't just the AK-L7 you're interested in banning from ownership. To you
that is just the foot in the door. You would ban all weapons with sirr~lar action, whether Russian or Americ~~ made, and in fact, it ie my opinion you would
ba~ all weapons of any kind whether automatic, semi-automatic, pump action, dou•ble action, bolt action or single shot, ~~d the purpose for o~ing the weapons,
whether personal protection, hunting or target shooting, would rr~ke no difference at all, would it, ¥~. Roberti?
It doesn't seem to occur to you di.sa.rmers that the man who went o.~ a rBJTlpage recently in Stockton would have and could ha,·e carried out his plans with
any of various kin1s of weaponse Supposing he had used dyn~~te, or a doublebarreled shotgun, or acid, or a machete or an automobile to wreak havoc on the
schoolyard, would you have come screaming out of your office with a new bill to
ban whichever of those i terns rnay have been used? Then why are you so anxious
to pick on guns, Mro Roberti? \-.'hen someone' s life is saved through the use of
a firearu. or the presence of a firearm, do you make a public issue of it, Mro
Roberti? Or is the negative st~~ce on gun ownership, regardless of type of action, your chief goal in life?
Need I remind you, sir, that the Second Amendment, which I 1 rn sure you're
tired of hearing about, doesn't specify type of action., It simply says, "The
Right To Keep~ ~ ~ Shall Not Be Infrir.ged.," Therefore, any restrictions
by any state or federal government and by any city or county government against
gun o,:nership, regardless of type of weapon, is unconsti tutiona.l and a violation
of the people's rights1 Is that clear, ~~~Roberti? And that mean~ that any
Yu~ Roberti, or Y~. Kennedy, or Mr. Dodd or l{rs. Waters who pretends to be a
charr.pion of the innocents while insistine the majority be punished for th~ crim
of the few, is unfit for public office. Get off our backs, and leave the guns
alone, ~u~ Rohertil You're a long way out of linel

J don't own an AY.-L7~

;. California
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Honorable David Roberti
Californ1a State Senate
3800 Barham Blvd,
# 218
Hollywood
CA
90068
RE:

MAll LOG

Firearms Legislation Generally:

Dear Senator Roberti:
In the view of these undersigned voters, the preservation of
existing
individual
rights
as guaranteed under the US
Constitution is the foremost
issue of these times as said
rights are under unconscionable attack by various subversive
and anti-american organizations who have gained the favor of
media gener-a 11 y by •.tY•SCt'•.tpl.t lc•LIS rc1ear.s.
We are absolutely opposed to any further infringements on the
God-Given
right
to Self-Defense and the Constitutionally
guaranteed right
to possess firearms for that p1.1rpose and are
therefore opposed to ANY legislation making possession and use
of
f1rearms
for
law-abiding citizens more diff1cult or
restrictive in ANY way, shape or form.
Self-defense is the ONE right which makes all other rights
possible as rights, not mere pr1veleges •••
We will
actively oppose by contribution of time,
money,
advertising or other means any
legislator advocating any
further infringement of rights with respect to self-defense and
firearms.
We will NEVER cooperate in the administration or enforcement of
any additional infringement or restriction on our rights on the
ground such infringement or restriction is unrecognizable under
God,
unconstitut1onal under the Law, unethical and immoral and
'-IY1CC•Y"ISC i C•ne>.b 1 e.

/

Si Y1cere 1 y,

Berkeley,

CA 94706

CC:

L • s 1 • 1.-t •:>,. .. e

{)
A .......

S•l•c~•d

f"ll•

L•gl•l•~~r•

21 .January 1989
Senator Roberti
State Capitol
Sacramento, CA 95814

•

Dear Senator Roberti:
This is to notify you of my opposition to your proposal to
restrict ownership and use of so-called assault rifles. I would
like to present a few reasons for my opposition:
Any reasonable definition of "assault rifle" would either be
too limiting to be of any value in restricting the firearms you
have in mind or would be so broad as to restrict many firearms
that are not intended.
The argument used against these firearms (and others) is that
they have no legitimate purpose, that they are only kept to kill
people. This is not true. People own those guns because they
enjoy the shooting sports or feel a need for more protection than
that provided by the police and don't want to keep a handgun.
Perhaps they shoot competitively in the service rifle category,
which requires a military type firearm.
For whatever reason,
they have chosen to own one, and that choice should remain
theirs. They should not be required to justify the purchase to
you or anyone else. There is already too much government
intrusion into the life of the common citizen. God forbid that
we should come to the point of having to justify our purchases to
some bureaucrat.
If we allow our rights to slip away on issues
like this soon they will be slipping away altogether. Why should
I be allowed to prevent you from keeping any item at all just
because I don't happen to feel it has a "legitimate" purpose?
The answer is that I shouldn't, and you shouldn't either.
The restrictions which are being considered will in no way
stop crime with these weapons, but rather will only create a
burden for those law-abiding citizens who will comply with the
restrictive provisions. We already have a number of gun control
laws which remain unenforced or unenforceable. To think that we
will be able to keep any kind of weapon from gangs, drug pushers
and mentally incompetent persons by passing another law is
ludicrous. We currently have much more stringent laws covering
possession and sale of drugs and we can't keep these from the
hands of criminals. What makes you think we will be able to
control firearms any better?
Sinc~rely,

Pleasanton, CA 94566
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January 24, 1989
~enator

1

David Roberti:

taking this opportunity.to voice ~y ~upport and that of
wife's for your current piece of legi~lation that seek~ to
li~it and/or ban the sale of auto~atic weapons such as the AK-47
in the state of California.
a~

~Y

1 was an ad11inistrator at
la~t year
when a student took a cla~s and teacher ho!':tage using the sa11e
type of weapon. 1 should have written at that time, but failed
to do no. The recent killings at Stockton have pro~pted me to
write now however.
MAIL LOG
1 see no need for these typeE of weapons in the hands of the
general population at any ti~e. Their sale shculd be prohibited
entirely. 1 also believe that all weapon~ shculc be regi~tereo
and there should be a 15 cay waiting period for the purchase of
any type of weapon by anyone in order to give law enforce~ent
the opportunity to check a person's background.
J a~ fully aware of the ccn~titutional issues that have been
raiser} by the NR..;. and its !':upporters. These .. issue are not valid
in my judg11ent and should be disregarded. The continuing rise
in gang violence, the outgunning of law enforce11ent by criminals
and the plague of the narcotics traffic ~u~t be dealt with and
the banning of auto'!latic weapons is a step in the right direction.

Sincerelv vours,
...
.]

Calimesa,

CA 92J20

/•

CORONA DEL MAR. CALIFORNIA 92625

January 24, 1989

fV/,l1JL lO~

Senator David Roberti
Sacramento, Ca. 95814
Dear Senator Roberti:
Mrs.
and I heartily support your plan to outlaw
the sale ot automatic weapons, such as those used in
the massacre of the school children recently in Stockton.
~~en

I was younger I did a certain amount of hunting,
using a shotgm1 for quail, dove and pheasant, and I
think there is a reasonable use of sporting shotguns
and possibly deer rifles, however, any other weapons
such as hand guns or automatic rifles certainly
should be outlawed.
Not only my wife and I but all of my adult children
support you in your efforts.
~;/
Vevy%uly

yo~/
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National Rifel Assoc
1600 Rhode Island Ave.
Wash. DC 20036
Cancel my
supported
few years
no longer

MAIL

LO~

membership please. I have long
your goals however in the past
we have parted company and 1 can
support you.

Why should a group of "sportscen" object to
outlawing a bullet which will go thru a
bullet-proof vest?
Why should "sportsmen" object to outlawing
the private ownership of cilitary rifles,
assult type~which are certainly not sporting
types?
Why do you object to 8 law requiring a two
week wait before being able to walk out with
8 rifle? No check for criminals/insane?
We have parted company.
Very Sincerely

Napa,Ca., 94558
Mailing label att'd
cc:Sen. Roberti
St Cap.
Sacr. Ca

-·- - '

'
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January 24, 1989
Senator David Roberti
State Senate
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Senator Roberti:
In the evening news on KNBC TV we observed a report you are
.introducing a bill in the Senate to outlaw assault weapons.
·~~ou are to be commended for takng the initiative in thi~
. ·.:yeryimportant matter, and I encourage you to press with all
·~our vigor to accomplish passage of the bill •

.·_-rn
,.
my

experience as a sportsman I have enjoyed years of big
·game hunting.
I agree, however, there is no justification
. _for permiting use or ownership of assault weapons for either
~·hunting or target practice.
__,
May you have full success in ga1n1ng support in the legislature to prohibit these weapons designed only to kill people.
~

Sinc~ftly yours,~

/1//

·---

. -

-~-----

San Pedro, CA

/./-

--·

90732

January 30, 1989

1

State Capitol
Sacramento, C A 95814
Dear Senator Roberti.,
It is time the

National Rifle Association realize that
legitimate right to own guns, nor the right of "the
However, the value of the constitutional arguement is
freak can destroy 5 small children and injJre 30 others

we do not attack any
people" to bear arms.
lost when any mental
in less than 5 minutes

time.
It is imperative that laws be made to get these guns out of the hands of the

deranged and violent. I protest the right of a Patrick Purdy to own a gun, with
the tragic results of the encounter in Stockto'l recently. Js this another case of
the legislature abrogating their responsibility to make j.lst laws for the safety
and protection of the people of this state? Must we always defer to the NRA?
Do we see a need for a ballot initiative?
Guns AND AMMUNITION sales must be banned to those with no discernable need
for them. Checks and waiting periods MUST be enforced on all types of weapons
and ammunition.
Not long ago there a MacDonalds mas:;acre, now we have a
mas:>acre on a schoolground.
This current situation is disgraceful.

Sincerely,

Lafayette, Ca 94549
cc:

Assemblyman

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
lNST.. fOU LEGIS LA tl VF. At f [ON

lbOU RHO~~ ISLAND AVE NW
WASHINGTON, DC
cOOJb

NHA

' b

........
----:"
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D&AR HRA .HEt'IBea;
CAL!FOaNIA SPORTSMEN UNDER AttACKS
ORGENtt ASTI-CUN~ERS, SE~. DAVID ftOB~Rli AND ASS€MRLYNAN ttiKE ROOS •.
ARE TRYING tO RAMROD tHROUGH THE CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE RESTRICtiONS~
INCLUOlNG A BAN, ON seMI-AUTO RIFL€5/SHOTGUNS/PISTOLS BY SUSPENDING
IH£ RULES AND ~!ETING AS A COKKITTEE OF THE WHOLe ON FEBRUARY b oa
1~.
AdY ANti-;UN SCHEME COULD BECOME LAW OVER~lGHt.
ROBERT11ROOS WANt tO C~EAT& ~N U~~LECtED, UNCONtROLLED• AND
UNIMPEACHABLE COKKISS[ON TO BE APPOINtED BY ROBERTI A~D WI~LIE
BROWN WitH tHE POWER TO B~N ALL SEHI·AUtO HUNTING FIREAR~S.

ONLY YOU CAN STOP THE ROBP.RTI/ROO$ ATTACK. TELL YOUR
REPR~S~NtATlV~S TO JU~t SAl uuon tO ANY •GUN CONTROL" SCHEMES ON
S&tH -AUT() F Il<t;A.Rt1S •
UHG E THEH TO LOOK AT REA[. CRr ME-F ICfltlNG
SOLUtiONS. Rt:FORl't CA'S CRit1INAL JU!>TICE ::;YS!EH 5/HICH Pt.EABAUGAlNEQ PAtRiCK PURDY'S VIOLENt fELOHlES DOWH TO HISDEHEANOBS,
I•ND LEt TiiiS P5YCHOIIC-ORIFlER FRee TO COM11lt HIS HEINOUS CRitiE.
DON't B!: FOOf..£0 BY THE "ASSAULt WEAPON" LABEL. TH:;R£ IS NO
BETWEEN SPOSTING/SEMI-AUTO FIREARMS
CO~~ONLY US~O IN HUNTING Oft OTHtR RECREATIONAL ACTtVItitS AND
!'tiOSt:; ~UICH ARE BEING CALLEO •ASSAULt• FIR£ARt1S.

FUNCtfO~AL OIFFERENC~

OON'T DELAY! CALL AND WRit~ YOUR STATE SENATOR ANO ~SSEHBLYHAN
TOOAY. ALSO CALL AND WRITE GOVERNOR GEODGE DEUKHBJIAU, StAt&
CAPITOL~ SACRAN~NTO* CA ,56L4, TEL. (,Lb) 4~5-2~~~.
ASK YOUR
FAHlLY AND FELLOW SPOGTS~EN tO DO rue SAM£. YOU HUST ACt tODAY
OU Lose YOUR RIGHT tO OWN SPORTlNG/SE~I-AUtO RirLES, SHOTGUNS AND
l: lS TOLS •
TEO A. LAtTANZIO, DIRECTOU OF StATE AND LOCAL AFFAIKS DIVISION
YOUn ASS€H8LYHAN IS

YOUR

ST~tE

SENAtOR IS

APPENDIX III

Poll of Reporters

Attached is a poll and subsequent magazine
article about reporters who covered the Roberti-Roos
Act.

Robert T. Forsyth
P.O. Box 223
Sacramento, CA 95814

TO:

Reporters who covered the Roberti-Roos Assault Control
Act of 1989.

FROM:

Bob Forsyth

I'm preparing to write an article on news coverage of the
Roberti-Roos Assault Weapons Control Act of 1989.
I'm sending this form memo and the attached questionnaire so that
you may respond anonymously.
I don't have preconceived notions about the news coverage of the
assault weapons bills, so I've listed questions that interest me.
Incidentally, I'm doing this on my own time at my expense.
I'd like responses quickly so I can build a timely article.
Thanks. I greatly appreciate it.

S 1J.. ht~•-Jed_; ~ q

re-1'-'tTU!-

d

{Sb

rreenf)

{Please circle responses to Questions 1-4)
1.

2.

3.

4.

I work for:

A.

Newspaper

/I../ ( L.J 1/.J- ?;)

B.

Radio

3

c.

Television

<B ( tP.-7·6-)

D.

News Service '/ (_ /3.

( JP.3)

7)

I am based:
:;. 'I { fj~.

A.

In Sacramento

B.

Outside Sacramento

7)

L/7.~)

.!J-

In terms of the total coverage of the assault weapons bills
devoted by my news organization, I provided of that:
A.

Less than 50 percent

B.

50 percent or more

"/

{/3.7)

cJ,S (_ cg(,.

j.)

In terms of experience as a reporter:
A.

1- 5 years

B.

5-9 years

I

( 3 · I.J)

?1 (.J.7· 5")

C. 10 years or more .;tO (6"/.CJ)
'

{For the following questions, please expand on you responses as
fully as possible)
5.

Were you generally satisfied with your reporting on the
assault weapons bills?

'fes
;Vo

~b
··~
,.~\.:

<9 f~e,.

/IJjA

-~

I

{ 'i/e!]. b)

( 6. <J)

c 3.'·/)

6.

7.

How do you rate coverage of the bills by other members of the
media?

66>~d

J3(6:Z)

P6Jor

~

(6.g)

t9 !Jet

?1

( ;.?.S)

IV/A

I

{ 3. 9)

Did you see any unfair coverage of the bills?
be specific.

'I es

If so, please

3 C //).'~)

No 1~ (6~)
etJer '-/ [ /?.7)
AI/A t.t c_ ~~.7 J
8.

Were you personally accused of unfair coverage?
please be specific.

Yes

q {31)

.A)o

~o {6fJ.e;J

If so,

of/,~,..

#/A
9.

Did you believe there were times you were being manipulated?
If so, specifics? If so, what was you attitude about the
manipulation?

Ves
;.Jo
t>tkr
AI/A

cJ-1./ (. 1}).1)
3

c Jb.3)

~

( 6·CJ)

10. Did you have any problems with your editors over your
reporting of the bills? If so, what kind?

'/e s

3

( t0.3)

/lltJ

:1.'·/

(7/J."J)

t'Jfher

I

[ '$. "')

NjA

I

( 3.'·1)

11. Were there any angles you now wish you had pursued?

l/e 5

/).0

( tB.CJ)

jlJ t:>

t.j

(. f?.)}

5"

c 1'7·~)

ofhe.r
IV/A

12. In your estimation, did any specific news organization do a
particularly outstanding job of coverage of the bills?

Ye s

I 3 C I.Jl·/. 'i)
/0

('5'1·9)

I

( 3 ·~I}

5
(. 17·c:l)
13. Did any specific news organization do a particularly poor
job?
{ ;t>.?)

L. "//.3)
{_ 6 ..i)
C "II·~)

14. Did you report any factual errors during your coverage?
If so, what were they and what caused the errors?
\fe5

N?>
ot-her

tvjA

3'

( ll>· ~)

Jl./

(._ 1../'S. ~)

CJ

(..~1)

3

(_ 10.3)

15. What was most difficult for you in reporting the story?

!)/;;e,..,

a ve7ito,.,.

16. What assisted you in reporting the story?

fe,.,

(!)

6( ve,-t,"pl7

17. In terms of stories you have covered in the last two years,
how did this rate in importance of news value?

11:;; I,/

j:rni hcan-/

5'

A ve ra.;f e./... ~ w

JV/11

I

{_?.Lf)
(Name Optional)

Any general comments?
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Once the Capitol's most-feared lob!Jy, the National Rifle Association recently lost a huge bottle over assault rifles.
l3y Katharine Macdonald
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The Capitol press corps was asked to rate its coverage of gun-control. Not surprisingly, it gave itself high marhs.
By Robert Forsyth
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DonPerata

He'sa dynamic Alameda County supervisor. but is his commitment
to issuesorambition?
By Monica Friedlander

Thebudgetdeal

329

Finishing off the 1989-90 state budget tool< a lot of negotiating between old enemies. plus a complicated revision oft he Conn spending limit
l3y Stan Draenos and Richard Zeiger

Strug~ling for dollars

333

The states economy continues to boom, but county governments
languish in poverty.
By Kathy Zimmerman McKenna

csu

337

A shortage of teachers

343

California State University will be up to its nech in students by the
next century. How will they be accommodated? 13y Christine Kohn

I
.\

I

California's colleges and universities are facin!{ a teacher shortage, especially among minorities.
13y Judy'l~1chibana

Technologytransfer

346

The stale has its fingers into high-tech, giving grants to help bring
inventions into the marhetp/ace.
By Ward Winslow
Up Front
Washington Perspective
Ballot Front
Roll Call
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SURPRISE!
The press corps likes its coverage of gun control
By Robert Forsyth
ow that it is over, and Cal ifornia is the first state essentially to ban assault weapons,
comes the question: Just
how well did the press cover
this visceral, high-profile legislation.
What did they think of their own work?
Well, they thought they did fairly
well, according to a mail survey of the
reporters assigned to follow what be·
came the Roberti-Roos Assault Weapons Control Act of 1989.
Reporting on development of the
Roberti-Roos Act could not have been
an easy duty, even for veterans in the
Capitol news bureaus. Aside from sort·
ing out the rhetoric during the fivemonth experience and the volatility of
the subject matter. reporters had to navigate their viewers, readers and listen·
ers through some of the more murky
legislative waters, including confer·
ence committees, non-concurrences and
trailer bills - the stuff of legislative
esoterica that will cross anyone's eyeballs.
From clippings and video files, 52
newspaper, television, radio and news
service reporters who covered the
assault-weapons legislation in Sacra·
menlo were identified. A survey was
sent to each reporter along with a
stamped, self-addressed return envelope. Anonymity was offered, but re·
spondents were encouraged to make
comments for the record.
Twenty-nine of the 52 recipients
responded (56 percent). Of those, most
work for newspapers (48 percent) or
television (28 percent), nearly all are
based in Sacramento (83 percent), and
an even higher percent (86) were the
principal reporters on the story. They
are an experienced crew with 69
percent having 10 years or more in the
business.
Not surprisingly, nearly all of the
respondents (90 percent) were generally satisfied with their own reporting on
the bills. One radio reporter based in

N

Robert Forsyth is press secretary to
Senate President pro Tern David Roberti. He is a foremr metropolitan editor
of the Sacramento Bee and member of
the Bee's capitol bureau.
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Sacramento said, "There were so many
legislative moves with the two bills in·
volved, there was ample time, even for
the radio medium, to cover all aspects
of the issues, and to talk at length with
people on both sides of the gun-control
debate."
One anonymous respondent put it
this way: "Generally, yes. Except I kept
finding that on this issue, the more I
learned, the more that I needed to learn.
The complexity of what appeared to be
a simple ban of certain firearms sent
ripples into unexpected corners and
touched off responses that I had not anticipated."
Ruth Ashton Taylor of KCBs:rv in
Los Angeles said she was generally
satisfied, and added this note: "The
unfortunate tragedies [in Stockton] that
gave these bills such high visibility resulted in more [air] time being allotted
for assault-weapons stories. That al·
ways makes it easier to do a good job."
But one unsatisfied newspaper re·
porter said, "I didn't do a sell job on the
editor, who was bored with the subject
after the second story."
However, when reporters were
asked to rate coverage of the bills by
their colleagues, opinion of the coverage dropped, with only to G2 percent of
the respondents giving their colleagues
good marks. Fewer than half of the re·
spondents ( 45 percent) wanted to single out a specific news organizations
for particularly outstanding reporting.
Of those praised, the Los Angeles
Times. and its Sacramento reporter,
Carl Ingram, received the most men·
tion. Rob Gunnison of the San Fran·
cisco Chronicle said of Ingram: "He's a
textbook case of how to cover a bill including flying to San Diego to pin
down Deukmejian when he was waffling."
Coverage by the San Jose Merwry
News (and its Sacramento reporter,
Bert Hobinson ), the Los Angeles flea rid
I:..xaminer, the Sacramento Bee, Copley
News Service, the Associated Press, San
Francisco's KRON Television and Los
Angeles' KABC-1V also was mention·
ed.
Conversely, few reporters wanted
to identify anyone as doing a bad job of

reporting, and 41 percent said no such
animals existed (another 41 percent did
not answer the question).
"Television, per usual, did its cus·
tomary crummy job explaining the is·
sues, KCRA and Steve Swatt being the
exceptions." said one newspaper re·
porter. Another newspaper reporter
said: "L.A. Times was awfully slow in
picking up on the story, but in the end
may have overwritten it in daily stories
-a common failing for them." Accord·
ing to another newspaper reporter,
"Tiw Bee was rather uninspired in the
early going .... "
Not only did the press do a good
job, G2 percent said they were fair to
both sides as well, while only 10
percent said had reservations about the
fairness of press coverage. One anony·
mous radio reporter based in Sacramento provided a lengthy response: "I
can't be specific about this, but I could
see how a cast> could be made that the
media was biased in favor of the bills. In
reality, however, I believe that bias can
be attributed to the overwhelming sup·
port from the community, law enforcement and crime victims the two bills
got. There was more pro gun-control
news to report than there was anti gun·
control."
On the matter of unfairness, Jennifer Kerr of the Associated Press believes there was "a general tendency to
overstate [and simplify] the bills as a
ban on all possession." A Sacramentobased television reporter said, "It seems
many had trouble with defining 'assault
weapon.' Also many called the weapon
Patrick Purdy used in the Stockton
schoolyard an 'automatic.' I was trou·
bled that it appeared 'semi' and 'auto'
were often thought of as the same."
Jim Hamblin of KCBS-Radio's Sacramento office, said, "Sometimes the
emotional editorials bordered on unfair
or went beyond. When editors embrace
the idea of banning guns, they can also
later approve the banning of books or
'IV shows."
Hamblin responded to another
question, saying, yes, he was personally
accused of unfair coverage. ·rc) that
question, 31 percent of the respondents
said they were so accused.
CALIFORNIA JOURNAL

Again from Hamblin: "The National Rifle Association believed that the
news media did not adequately cover
the essPntial element in tlw story. that
there's no way to distin~uish one rifle
from anotlwr. I did ntmwrous wports
on that exact issue hut no officer of the
NRA must haw b(•cn listenin~."
Deborah Pacyna of Sacramento's
KXTV said that although she was not
personally accused or unfairness, "many
gun store owners and dealers expressed hostilitv toward the media in
general. It WiiS an 'attack the messenger' attitude mostly... "
The Sun Jose Mercury News·
Robinso11 said that not only was he persmwllv acc11sed of unfair rt>portin~.
"Our 1wwspaper w<ts pickctccl, in part
because of articles I wrote about the
NRA and its contributions. WP listed
contributions to all assemblymen,
idPntified swin~ votes and mentioned
the NI~A grade for each."
Faimess may lw one thing; accuracy.thc essential credential of a reporter.
can be somethin~ else. l{espondents
were asked about that. Did they report
any factual errors"~ Some tiR percent of
the respondents said "no." but most
qualifit•d that response h~i add in~. "not
that I know of."
But 10 percent said they did indeed
report f<Klual t•rrors. 01w newspaper
reportt•r said, "At the outset. A couple of
my stories did not fully explain the federal laws relatinl.l to firearms and illegal
use of guns and the gaps between federal and Californi;1 law. Tlw cause of this
incomplete reporting w;ts my ignoranc<' of federal law and BATF [Bureau
of 1\lcoltol, 'fohan·o and Fin·arms] regulatinrls. Tlwrl' is now some disCrt'Jldll('it•s ;1h<>t1t thill .....
'I( llll rvLnsll;dl o[ 1-:XTV Ill S;wranwnto rnadl' <til intt>wslrn~ conft'ssion
of illiltTtlrilcy "I onn• did il liw shot
dur111g <liH' <'arlv ll!'aring and cn·dited
l<olwrt 1 with l<oos' hill and visP versa.
Oh w•·ll. tllt'Y ;dl look ;dik(' ...
l\11t if llw nwdi;1 n·presc'lltillivc~s
thought tlwv did a good job. it wasn't
becattse till' partisans uf the world
wen·r1·t trving. A generous response
rate - i:\3 percent - said someone
tried to lllilllipul;ttt· t·ovt•r;u.(e of the
bills. "Holwrti and f<oos milked this
baby for all tlwy could - and then
sunw." said Ron Roach of tlw Sacramento btrrl'iltl of tl1e San /)/ego Trihune.
Many respcllrdt·nts put tlw manipuliltion issue i11to tlw context of expectations: "No mow than usual," said the
Chronicle's Cunnison. "People arP ulwuys trving to manipulate reporters,"
agrPl•d Tupp0r I lull of tlw Los An.L?elcs
lll'ruhl Exurniner's Sacranwnto bureau.
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Added Rollin Post of San Francisco's Kl\ON:rv. "Both sides staged
their events, had their video tapes, and
emotional witnesses ... "
KCRA's Swatt said: "We are always
!wing manipulated, throu~h the use of
rallit•s, press conferPnces, et cetera.
That's part of the job of advocates. If we
don't like it, it's a simple mattl·r to ignore the manipulation."

A

lthough the respondents were experienced reporters who knew their
ways through the legislative labyrinth.
many said they had some difficulties reporting the bills. Teresa Simons of the
Sacramento bureau of United Press International said that, for her, most difficult was "writing balanced stories because the 'gunners' weren't around as
much as legislators."
Here is a sample of other dif·
ficulties:
• "Tracking the ilmcndments and
compromises."
• "Understanding technical points."
• "Sorting the hype from tile
facts."
• "Getting through to the NRA at
key times."
Hespondents also were asked what
assisted tlwm in covering the bills:
• "The fact there was so much opposition kept the facts flying."
• "Accessibility of Roos. Roberti
and their people. Likewise for Mountjoy."
• "Committee analyses were in-

valuable. The inundation of NRA releases also 'helped."
• "Both sides were generous in
their distribution of material."
• "My [tape recorder] - a finE
piece of recording equipment."
Coverage of the Roberti-Roos Acl
extended far beyond California. It wa~
news throughout the United States ant
subject of dozens of out-of-state and in·
state editorials and cartoons. It was, ir
short, heavyweight news for five months
a fact not lost on survey respondents
since 93 percent thought the assault
weapons bills were highly significant ir
terms of news value.
As satisfied as they were with thl
coverage. nearly 69 percent also sai<
there were story angles they wish the:
had pursued. One reporter had wante<
to look more closely at how the attitud·
towards guns in general has changed i:
the Legislature. Some respondents sai•
they wished they had written mor
about the internal politics of the NRA.,
radio reporter would have liked to hav
commissioned a poll among police o
ficers and sheriff's deputies. A new~
service reporter had wanted to explor
gun culture, say a comparison betwee
rural and urban environments.
In his response, Larry Lynch of th
Sacramento bureau of the Lon[.{ Beac
Press 7i.'legmm reflt•cted and took
long-distance view. "I think we haven<
yet put what was and was not accorr
plished into perspective," said Lyncl
''That might be done a year from now.
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September 21 - Omni Hotel- San Diego
The redevelopment process in California has a major impact upon commerdal, industrial an<
residential development decisions. Redevelopment is the primary tool of local government I<
breathe new lite into deteriorated and blighted areas plagued by soda!, physical, environmenta
and economic conditions which act as a barrier to new investments by private enterprise. AI I hi~
seminar YOU WIU LEARN:
•
•
•
•
•

The basic legal framework for redevelopment
How a redevelopment project is adopted/amended.
How citizen's participate in the process.
How redevelopment projects are financed.
Case studies of how several communities implemented successful projects.

REGISTRATION I FEES: CRA Member- $185/ Non-member- $235
For registration information, contact Krista Reavis
CRA Association, 1400 "K ·Street, Suite 204, ~ dJV/{tFc~~
Sacramento,CA 95814 (916)448-8760
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